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NEWS IN BRIEF
OPENWORKS ENGINEERING’S ROUND UP OF NEWS, UPDATES AND DEVELOPMENTS

A NOTE FROM OUR MANAGING DIRECTOR, CHRIS DOWN

FRENCH ARMY EVALUATION - OCTOBER

FIRST SKYWALL AUTO COMMISSIONED

SKYWALL PATROL AND SKYWALL AUTO
PUSHED TO NEW LIMITS BY FRENCH
ARMY STAT

Following on from the successful launch of SkyWall Auto Response, we
have received a huge amount of interest in the system. Over the coming
months, we expect to receive orders and to be delivering both SkyWall
systems across the world.

“The research and development at
OpenWorks is moving forward at a
rapid pace. SkyWall Auto Response,
as launched at DSEI was a result
of the hard-work of all our team.
Some exciting products are set to be
launched in the New Year.”
CHRIS DOWN, MANAGING DIRECTOR

LATEST NEWS:

SKYWALL100 BECOMES SKYWALL PATROL,
AND IS MORE CAPABLE THAN EVER!

An evaluation of SkyWall net capture systems was recently
conducted by the innovative STAT unit from the French Army,
at a test range in the south of France. Soldiers were trained to
operate both systems, SkyWall Patrol (formally SkyWall100)
and SkyWall Auto, prior to a test that saw a total of 24
target engagements. SkyWall Auto was integrated with CS’
BOREADES C2 and 3D radar systems to allow
autonomous operation.
A range of drones were engaged in a wide variety of scenarios,
with the French operators achieving captures at new record
altitudes and ranges, at day and night. The SkyWall100 system
was also tested in a range of scenarios, such as deployment
from a tactical vehicle.
SkyWall Auto was integrated with existing 2D radar systems to
allow autonomous operation. After detecting a drone, the radar
transmits the target track to SkyWall Auto which responds
by locking onto the drone using the latest computer vision
technology, developed by our partners Antmicro.
The system automatically scans the sky if the radar does not
point the camera precisely at the drone and the operator can
then capture the drone at the press of one button.

SkyWall100 has been deployed in a range of environments since it was
released in 2016, including airports, critical national infrastructure and
urban sites; offering the longest-range net-capture defeat system in
the world.

SKYWALL AUTO RESPONSE

THE LATEST WAY FOR SECURITY
FORCES TO STOP DRONES IS NOW
AVAILABLE

At Milipol 2019 in Paris, OpenWorks relaunched its innovative
handheld drone capture system with its new name, SkyWall Patrol.
The rebranding of the operationally deployed system to SkyWall
Patrol is about more than just a name, it signiﬁes the commitment
by OpenWorks to continue developing the world’s most capable
handheld net-capture systems. Continually offering new upgrades and
performance improvements, the SkyWall Patrol range will provide the
ideal solution for a wide range of end users, from law enforcement
to military.
The SkyWall Patrol systems will make use of all the latest
developments in SkyWall Projectile technology and the ability
to be integrated into complete counter-drone systems.
SkyWall Patrol is one part of the SkyWall range of counter-drone
products offered by OpenWorks and it’s partners.

SkyWall Auto Response looks like any typical commercial
vehicle at ﬁrst sight as the drone capture system is hidden under
rapidly deployable covers, ensuring the system remains discreet
when not in use. When a drone threat has been detected, the
vehicle can be manoeuvred quickly and the SkyWall net capture
system is automatically deployed from under the cover.

SUCCESSFUL SKYWALL PATROL OPERATOR TRAINING

2019 SET TO SEE THE MOST OPERATORS
QUALIFIED IN ONE YEAR!
As purchases of SkyWall Patrol continue to grow, the last three weeks of September saw 16
new SkyWall Operators trained and certiﬁed. These operators consisted of personnel from
Law Enforcement agencies, Military and Critical National Infrastructure.
Operator courses incorporate both classroom and ﬁeld lessons; trainees are put through
various drone threat scenarios in the ﬁeld after learning the operation of the system. They
continue to practice until achieving competency in capturing static and
moving threats.
Throughout the rest of 2019 more operator training is taking place. 2019 will see the most
SkyWall Operators qualiﬁed in one year.

STAR EXHIBIT AT DSEI 19

SKYWALL AUTO RESPONSE
SkyWall Auto Response net-capture system made its debut appearance at DSEI 2019 –
the world-leading defence and security event in London.
VIP Delegations arriving at the event were impressed with the unique vehicle mounting
that conceals the SkyWall Auto until it is ready to be deployed. This was also one of the ﬁrst
production SkyWall Auto systems to be on show with a fully automatic reloader that offers
a high ﬁre rate. Another key capability that
impressed end users was the ability for the
system to continue to track target drones
while reloading.
Law enforcement, security forces and
military representatives attending the event
appreciated the ability for SkyWall Auto
Response to rapidly deploy at open air events,
airports and the protection of critical national
infrastructure where mobility is a key asset.

MILIPOL 2019, PARIS
Alongside developing new products and
delivering a high number of successful
training courses, the OpenWorks team
also attended a positive show at Milipol.
The newly branded SkyWall Patrol was on
display and was subject to a great deal of
interest.
OpenWorks has continued to grow it’s
network base through shows such as
Milipol, also seeing some familiar faces too!
READ MORE AT OPENWORKSENGINEERING.COM/NEWS

OTHER NEWS

OpenWorks supports and
participates in the 2019
Race of Remembrance, with
the Mission Motorsport
Team Toyota and British
Touring Car Champion
Tom Ingram.
Designed to get injured service personnel back
into civilian life in support of the Defence Recovery
Capability, Mission Motorsport has achieved great
things since it began. In 2014 it held the inaugural
Race of Remembrance and became the ﬁrst race
in history to pause to allow a remembrance service
to take place.

OpenWorks is proud to support this fantastic
event and be part of another activity that
combines high-quality engineering, teamwork
with military soldiers and striving to achieve great
things in short timescales. James and Roland
did their very best to represent the OpenWorks
team by embodying the values that deliver world
beating counter-drone projects.

UPCOMING EVENT:

SKYWALL ON DISPLAY
AT SECURITY &
POLICING HOME OFFICE
EVENT 2020
3RD MARCH – 5TH MARCH 2020
Established over 30 years ago and having a
global influence, this Home Office event is the
corner-stone of the security calendar and is the
only ‘closed’ event of its kind.

The OpenWorks team will be on
Stand B12 at this event.

